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Please see the Appendix for detailed methodology, market definition, and scoring criteria. 

IN THIS EXCERPT 

The content for this excerpt was taken directly from IDC MarketScape: Worldwide Enterprise Mobility 
Management Services 2018 Vendor Assessment (Doc # US4427118). All or parts of the following 
sections are included in this excerpt: IDC Opinion, IDC MarketScape Vendor Inclusion Criteria, 
Essential Guidance, Vendor Summary Profile, Appendix and Learn More.  Also included is Figure 1. 

IDC OPINION 

The enterprise mobility management services (EMMS) market continues to be driven by the major 
challenges that IT faces worldwide in ensuring a cost-effective, efficient, and satisfactory mobility 
experience for employees in organizations. EMMS solutions have been shaped over many years into 
the multifaceted third-party managed services offerings that the market sees today, with a number of 
these EMMS offerings showing capabilities and vision that can grow with organizations' mobility 
needs. The EMMS market is made up of mobile device management services and optimization 
management services at its core, with managed security services, managed app services, and 
adjacent services such as connectivity services and specialized network services add-ons available.  

IT buyers today expect easy-to-use interfaces with their mobile deployment and management 
solutions, and the option to use an EMMS meets the need. As long as the integrations, policies, and 
optimizations are all led and customizable as needed by a trusted third-party vendor, the adoption will 
continue to grow. As the vendors in the EMMS market look to differentiate EMMS offerings, 
organizations will benefit. Adjacent services are increasingly being able to be added into recurring cost 
bundles, transforming mobile device purchases into opex payments and in the same bundle as 
connectivity services and EMM software and end-user help desk support services. Differentiated 
adjacent services include analytics and intelligence built in to cost and utilization optimization 
dashboards, incorporation of IoT and/or PCs and laptops into the EMMS management sphere, 
professional services and consultative services that can go deep on digital and marketing strategy or 
app development, or even ruggedized device deployments, which will play a growing role in how the 
EMMS market shapes out. Unified endpoint management (UEM) is a single software platform that 
controls both PC and mobile endpoints. According to IDC's survey, over 40% of enterprises deploy 
EMM for some PC management, and more than a third are using EMM in IoT-centric use cases. The 
more holistic an EMMS offering is — including its integrations with connectivity services and other 
adjacent services in a vendor's portfolio — the more aligned the vendor is to an organization's vision of 
its future. One thing is certain — organizations' mobile workforce and workspace are getting more and 
more complex, leaving IT buyers to seek solutions that drive efficiency while keeping employees 
satisfied and up and running on the job.  

Vendors with leading offerings in the EMMS market provide this breadth of capabilities today and 
offering strategies that will match future needs. Key findings include: 

 EMMS vendors generally meet most of the foundational requirements of organizations for 
mobile device procurement, provisioning, and overall device life-cycle management services. 
Some vendors have had to build a strong ecosystem to meet this requirement, whereas others 
have built the capabilities in-house.  
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 For many vendors, there is room for improvement in their EMMS scope and vision. The areas 
for improvement differ by vendor, including improvements needed in strength of current and 
future ecosystem breadth and approach, in bring-your-own-device (BYOD) strategy, in the 
breadth of services that allow the vendor to serve as a single source for the breadth of a 
business' managed mobility needs, and in proven global scalability and success. 

 EMMS approaches fall into three major categories, each with value today to organizations 
worldwide: end-to-end mobility management services software and managed services; 
integrated, agnostic platform focused on cost optimization; or consultative, use case–driven 
management. 

 IT buyers looking at EMMS options today have the needs of a workspace with both corporate-
provided devices and employee-brought devices (BYOD) in mind. IT buyers' needs are 
changing rapidly, however, and EMMS vendors that have strong ecosystems and managed 
services growth strategies will be future-proofed for buyers.  

IDC MARKETSCAPE VENDOR INCLUSION CRITERIA 

Because of the large number of vendors participating in the EMMS market, IDC invited vendors to 
participate based on four key criteria: 

 A suite of managed software solutions that addresses the life cycle of mobility, including 
oversight and ongoing management and support services 

 EMMS sold at least in part directly to organizational buyers as opposed to solely through 
channel partners 

 Must have a minimum of two major managed services making up EMMS, such as mobile 
device life-cycle management services and optimization management services, or mobile 
device life-cycle management services and device life-cycle management services, or 
optimization management services and device life-cycle management services 

 EMMS revenue of $5+ million for calendar year 2017 (Revenue was estimated in the June to 
August 2018 time frame.) 

In addition to the companies profiled in this study, there are also numerous other companies in the 
EMMS market with related products that did not meet the vendor inclusion criteria for this study. These 
include Cass Information Systems, Vox Mobile–GEMA, Orange Business Services, Dimension Data, 
Fujitsu, Deutsche Telekom/T-Systems International GmbH, and BT Group.  

ADVICE FOR TECHNOLOGY BUYERS 

This study analyzed and rated EMMS vendors across a broad range of capability- and strategy-
focused criteria. Technology buyers should evaluate EMMS offerings with today's needs for mobile 
device life-cycle management services, content and application access policy management services, 
and optimization management services the priority. Technology buyers should also weigh heavily the 
ability for the EMMS offering to expand to meet the varied and ever-expanding mobility needs. To that 
end, the criteria and attributes that are key for IT buyers to consider when evaluating EMM platforms 
are discussed in the section that follows. 

Key measures for success include: 
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 Core functionality of EMMS in the areas of device life-cycle management, policy management, 
and optimization management. Core functional components also include mobile device order 
management, procurement and provisioning of devices and services, connectivity services 
rate optimization services, and management of access and usage policies through MDM and 
MAM software. EMMS vendors are differentiated on key capabilities; however, these core 
EMMS capabilities are baseline requirements for many organizations. 

 Strong portfolio of adjacent and complementary mobile products, services, and applications. 
Wireless connectivity services, network security services, business applications and software 
or app development platforms, and consulting services expertise in key use cases that are 
ruggedized device oriented, IoT, or broadly unified endpoint management oriented add value 
when integrated with EMMS offerings.  

 Ability to support both corporate-owned mobile device and BYOD scenarios with not only cost 
management but also policy and access management services. Both ownership and mobility 
connectivity services payments scenarios will remain in the market for the foreseeable future. 
From an IT management perspective, the settlement of reimbursements to employees will be 
as important to efficient day-to-day operations management as settlement to wireless carriers 
for corporate-provided services and devices. With over 90% of enterprises supporting BYOD, 
it is arguably even more important to IT buyers that EMMS services manage the secure 
access to business data and applications from mobile devices regardless of their being 
corporate provided or employee brought.  

 Use of analytics and intelligence. With a view of mobility spend and access, EMMS offerings 
are becoming a central point of data gathering and analytics on mobile device and content/app 
usage patterns as well as costs. EMMS vendors with strong analytics and reporting 
capabilities integrated will have competitive advantages over vendors without these 
capabilities. 

 Strong ecosystem of vendors of wireless device, application, and software vendors that will 
help keep the EMMS relevant as organizations' needs grow and change. The expansion of 
devices in organizations is already headed toward the inclusion of PCs, laptops, and IoT 
devices. Many organizations are looking for a centralized view and management of these 
devices — their usage and access to corporate data and applications. Many organizations 
envision future EMMS needs that will be shaped by field service use cases or other use-
specific cases requiring specific devices and applications software and services. A single view 
and management service for all of these varied and growing vendor wares will hold an 
advantage in the EMMS market.  

VENDOR SUMMARY PROFILES 

This section briefly explains IDC's key observations resulting in a vendor's position in the IDC 
MarketScape. While every vendor is evaluated against each of the criteria outlined in the Appendix, 
the description here provides a summary of each vendor's strengths and challenges. 

Vodafone 
Vodafone is a Leader in the 2018 IDC MarketScape for EMMS. Vodafone has years of experience with 
multinational corporation clients and, as a result, has shaped its managed mobility services with a 
priority on cost management and security risk mitigation, two major areas of pain to large 
organizations. Vodafone's managed mobility services portfolio includes portfolio options such as 
VGEGCO; device life-cycle management services; mobile device and application management 
services leveraging AirWatch, MobileIron, and BlackBerry EMM software; VMware enterprise app 
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stores; MobileBridge; cloud and security services available in Vodafone's SaaS marketplace; and other 
options such as wireless contract management and remuneration services and VGE Red connectivity 
services. User experience and a focus on efficiencies in the work environment underpin Vodafone's 
managed services offering, as well as the ability to address both corporate-paid-for mobile devices and 
BYOD mobile devices. VGE Red presents organizations with flexible connectivity services bundles as 
well as the ability to have business and personal usage and associated billing handled. Basically, 
organizations can set it up with Vodafone that up to a certain amount of data is paid directly by the 
organization, with the additional usage paid for directly by the employee through a number of means. 
Vodafone Telecom Expense (VTE) management services is part of Vodafone's EMMS, with free 
dashboard reports for Vodafone connectivity services customers of usage and spend trends across 
their mobility devices.  

Vodafone's managed mobility services rely on integration and portals that Vodafone has designed to 
talk to APIs in its key partners' software. For example, Ingram Micro is Vodafone's major partner in its 
device life-cycle management process to whom Vodafone's portal is integrated, giving Vodafone the 
ability to meet clients' device needs as these expand from managed mobile phones and tablets today 
to laptops or even to industry-specific mobile devices. Vodafone enterprise devices available in its 
EMMS offering include Apple, Samsung, and BlackBerry. Apple DEP is offered. Vodafone's EMMS 
evolution acknowledges the growing interest in UEM and organizations' interest in bundles, including 
platform, migration, and trial consulting packages. Vodafone's investment in and priority on IoT is 
expected to increasingly be included in its mobile device and application management and reporting 
services. Vodafone has a consultancy practice with deep focus on digital transformation, workplace 
and end user mobility, secure mobility and application enablement, UC, fixed and security and 
transition and PMO, and innovation, in addition to broader professional services.  

Strengths 

Vodafone has shaped enterprise connectivity services bundles that incorporate expense and usage 
optimization and reporting visibility, appropriate for 100% corporate-paid connectivity or in cases of 
split billing between the corporation and the employee. These market-tested connectivity services 
plans are well suited for EMMS bundles, a combination that Vodafone plans to use for differentiation in 
the market.  

Vodafone has significant experience with companies with global operations and connectivity service 
needs. Vodafone has proven expertise in investing in its EMMS offering around the globe, citing its 
launch of device life-cycle management services across 28 European Union countries with Ingram 
Micro as a partner. Vodafone indicates that it invests significant money each year in new EMM 
features and service improvements, managing an ecosystem of vendors and its own localized 
personnel to deliver managed, including professional consultation, services to clients with employees 
around the globe. Vodafone EMMS first-line and second-line support is always Vodafone in home 
country or GSOC located in Budapest, Hungary, and Egypt. Its third-line support is via partners (i.e., 
VMware, MobileIron, or Ingram Micro) located in various countries.  

Challenges 
Vodafone offers connectivity services in the United States only through roaming arrangements. While 
this allows for its multinational corporation client base to have global connectivity for employees, it 
means that United States–based MNCs are left comparing aggressive United States–based cellular 
versus Vodafone's roaming offers for employees in the United States. This can limit the success that 
Vodafone has in expanding its United States–based subscribers in some MNCs with the bundled 
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EMMS offering. Vodafone must market the value of its global connectivity services value proposition 
as part of its EMMS offering and the competitiveness it can hold despite the roaming requirement in 
the United States for United States–based MNC employees.  

Vodafone is beginning to formally integrate IoT into its EMMS offerings, as well as its connectivity 
services for mobile devices more generally. Until Vodafone promotes formal, standardized connectivity 
services in its managed services modules, it leaves opportunity on the table with MNCs that want end-
to-end bundled services.  

Consider Vodafone When 
Organizations should consider Vodafone when they are looking for a provider of managed mobility that 
has the unique needs of multinational corporations in mind. Organizations should consider Vodafone if 
they have employees located around the globe for whom they need a variety of enterprise device 
types managed and localized device and application management support. 

APPENDIX 

Reading an IDC MarketScape Graph 
For the purposes of this analysis, IDC divided potential key measures for success into two primary 
categories: capabilities and strategies.  

Positioning on the y-axis reflects the vendor's current capabilities and menu of services and how well 
aligned the vendor is to customer needs. The capabilities category focuses on the capabilities of the 
company and product today, here and now. Under this category, IDC analysts will look at how well a 
vendor is building/delivering capabilities that enable it to execute its chosen strategy in the market. 

Positioning on the x-axis, or strategies axis, indicates how well the vendor's future strategy aligns with 
what customers will require in three to five years. The strategies category focuses on high-level 
decisions and underlying assumptions about offerings, customer segments, and business and go-to-
market plans for the next three to five years. 

The size of the individual vendor markers in the IDC MarketScape represents the market share of each 
individual vendor within the specific market segment being assessed.  

IDC MarketScape Methodology 
IDC MarketScape criteria selection, weightings, and vendor scores represent well-researched IDC 
judgment about the market and specific vendors. IDC analysts tailor the range of standard 
characteristics by which vendors are measured through structured discussions, surveys, and 
interviews with market leaders, participants, and end users. Market weightings are based on user 
interviews, buyer surveys, and the input of IDC experts in each market. IDC analysts base individual 
vendor scores, and ultimately vendor positions on the IDC MarketScape, on detailed surveys and 
interviews with the vendors, publicly available information, and end-user experiences in an effort to 
provide an accurate and consistent assessment of each vendor's characteristics, behavior, and 
capability. 
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Market Definition 
IDC defines the enterprise mobility management services market as a suite of solutions that address 
the life cycle of mobility for organizations. Core to enterprise mobility management services is the 
oversight and ongoing management of whatever software is sold as part of the offering. The software 
may be the vendor's own software or software it has licensed for resale to the client organization. 
Enterprise mobility management services may be hosted on or off the client organization's premises.  

IDC's enterprise mobility management services market is aligned with how today's wireless service, 
software, and device technology providers package and market their suites of solutions to prospective 
client organizations. While enterprise mobility management services often sit within a much broader 
portfolio of business mobility services, including wireless services, network security services, and 
more, the core enterprise mobility management services modules discussed in the sections that follow 
are what composes IDC's enterprise mobility management services market. 

Order Management Services 
Order management services enable businesses to have the entire mobile device procurement process 
handled by the third-party service provider. This means that IT and often the employees themselves 
have access to an online portal in which mobile device selections can be made, device compliance 
with company policy is ensured, and the behind-the-scenes inventory management is completed prior 
to the fulfillment process whereby the mobile device is configured and kitted as part of the device 
management services. Order management services also include wireless carrier management, 
contract management, and remuneration services 

Device Logistics Services 
Mobile device logistics services include device configuration, kitting per policy, provisioning, and 
shipping to a business or its employees. This offering also addresses device-level changes, device 
migration services, upgrading of devices, and even some device recycling services. Mobile device 
management services have been designed to address the need to manage these device-specific 
activities efficiently and cost effectively. End-user, or enterprise employee, 24 x 7 support services are 
quite often part of device logistics services, as many support-related questions are fielded over the life 
of the device, including around the functioning of the device and replacement eligibility from the 
employees directly. By having this 24 x 7 end-user support, enterprise IT departments can operate 
more efficiently on other tasks without the bandwidth and expertise challenges that end-user device 
support presents. Online support is a minimum, and phone support may be available. 

Mobile Device Management Services 
Mobile device management services leverage mobile device management software as part of the 
overall managed services offering. These services upgrade firmware; provide remote access services; 
locate, wipe, and access services; password and encryption management; and remote monitoring of 
devices. End-user 24 x 7 support services are available in some cases. 

Mobile Application Management Services 
Mobile application management services leverage mobile application management software as part of 
the overall managed services offering. These services may or may not include the use of a portal for 
the client organization to use to help in the management of applications connectivity and policy. These 
services include a heavy emphasis on security processes. The services are not aimed at the device 
itself but rather what employees use and can use via the mobile device and include but are not limited 
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to distribution of applications, integration via APIs, email and PIM management, and content sharing 
management and policy enforcement. Management of applications, when not at the holistic device 
level, is either via a containerized approach or at the application level. End-user 24 x 7 support 
services are available in many cases to support application and content management services that 
reside within this mobile life-cycle management service offering. 

Optimization Management and Professional Services 
Optimization management heavily relies on the professional services expertise that is in many cases 
the core competency of service providers. These enterprise mobility management services bring the 
benefits of cost management recommendations and strategic advice that help businesses get the most 
out of their available networks and plans. Optimization management services may leverage some 
telecom expense management software as well as custom professional services staffed in-house at 
the service provider. 

LEARN MORE 

Related Research 
 BYOD Is a Clear Driver of Enterprise Mobility Cost Reduction (IDC #US44001418, June 2018) 

 The State of Mobile Enterprise Devices in 2017: An IDC Survey of Devices, Decisions, and 
Deployments (IDC #US43273517, December 2017) 

 Worldwide and U.S. Mobile Life-Cycle Management Services Forecast, 2017-2021 (IDC 
#US42807817, June 2017) 

Synopsis 
This IDC study represents a vendor assessment of providers offering enterprise mobility management 
services (EMMS) through the IDC MarketScape model. The assessment reviews both quantitative and 
qualitative characteristics that define current market demands and expected buyer needs for EMMS. 
The evaluation is based on a comprehensive and rigorous framework that assesses how each vendor 
stacks up to its peers, and the framework highlights the key factors that are expected to be the most 
significant for achieving success in the EMMS market over the short term and the long term. 

"Mobility needs in the enterprise demand vendor solutions that not only provide for foundational mobile 
device life-cycle management services, usage policy management services, and management of 
expenses in a centralized manner but also provide for the breadth of managed services bundle, 
including devices and connectivity services," says Denise Lund, research director, Enterprise Mobility 
Research at IDC. "The battleground for EMMS differentiation is in just how far and broad vendors' 
ecosystems and strategies take this offering." 
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